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Abstract
In this paper, a general and fully three dimensional multi-body-finite element-boundary element model formulated on time domain to predict vibrations due to train passage at the vehicle, the track and the free field is presented. The vehicle is modelled as a multi-body system and, therefore, the quasi-static and the dynamic excitation mechanisms due to train passage can be considered. The track is modelled using finite elements. The soil is considered as a homogeneous half-space by the boundary element method. This methodology could be used to take into account local soil discontinuities, underground constructions such as underpasses, and coupling with nearby structures that brake the uniformity of the geometry along the track line. The non-linear behaviour of the structures could be also considered. In the present paper vibrations induced by high-speed train passage are evaluated for a ballasted track. The quasi-static and dynamic load components are studied and the influence of the suspended mass on the vertical loads is analyzed. The numerical model is validated by comparison with experimental records from two HST lines.

1 Introduction

The emergence of high-speed trains (HST) in Spain has been decisive for its economic and social regional development. The Spanish Government is developing the Infrastructures and Transports Strategic Plan where, the National Administrator of Railways (ADIF) is committed to construct HST lines to reach a total of 10000 km before 2020. At present, there are 1.594 km HST lines in operation, 2.214 km under construction, and 1.720 km have already been planned [1].

The construction of many HST lines in Spain, other European countries and Asia has pushed the railway engineering community to conduct much research related to different aspects of HST passage effects in recent years. Vehicle, track, soil, and structure dynamic behaviours have been studied, leading to the conclusion that dynamic effects are much more important for HST than for conventional trains [2]. These effects require a deep analysis in order to maintain security and comfort in the trains and to avoid problems due to vibrations induced in nearby constructions by waves transmitted through the soil.

One of the first steps in the study of vibrations induced by HST is an accurate modelling of the force induced by the train which is transmitted to the soil through the track. This force is generated by a variety of excitation mechanisms: the quasi-static contribution (force generated by moving axle loads), the parametric excitation due to discrete supports of the rails, the transient excitation due to rail joints and wheel flats, and the excitation due to wheel and rail roughness and track unevenness [3]. In the early studies, a prediction model developed by Krylov [4] was used [5, 6]. In that model, only the quasi-static force transmitted by the sleepers in a ballasted track is taken into account as a moving force. Krylov’s model is valid when the train speed is close to the critical phase velocity of the coupled track-soil system because in this case the quasi-static excitation is dominant [7, 8, 9].
Recently, more advanced models have been used allowing the dynamic train-track interaction mechanisms and the actual track properties to be considered. Lombaert et al. [8, 10] have applied the formulation presented by Metrikine et al. [11], Metrikine and Popp [12], and Dieterman and Metrikine [13], to predict vibrations produced by railway traffic using a coupled two-and-half boundary element-finite element formulation in the frequency domain. In that approach the vehicle is coupled to an infinite length beam that represents the track and a half-space representing the soil. The model has been validated by experimental results [8, 10]. Auersch [9, 14] has presented a model for ground-borne railway induced vibrations formulated in a similar way. Takemiya and Bian [15] have extended the model presented by Metrikine and Popp [16] to consider the facts that rails are based discretely on the ground and that sleepers have a significant inertia effect on the rails. They included a layered soil in the analysis and used a discrete Kelvin model for the sleepers’ complex frequency-dependent stiffness. Sheng et al. [7, 17, 18] also applied a two-and-a-half-dimensional frequency domain model to study vibrations due to train passage. In that model, the dynamic train-track interaction is taken into account using an infinite layered beam for the track coupled to a layered half-space. Xia et al. [19] have presented an integrated train-track-subsoil dynamic interaction model for moving-train induced ground vibration based on vehicle dynamics, track dynamics and Green’s functions of the soil.

The previous numerical models, except reference [19], are formulated in the two-and-a-half domain, therefore, it is supposed that the ground and structures such as tunnels and tracks, are homogeneous in the track direction. The models use Green’s functions for a layered full-space or for a layered half-space to represent the soil. The objective of the present paper is to develop a general and fully coupled three dimensional multi-body-finite element-boundary element model formulated in the time domain to predict vibrations due to train passage at the vehicle, the track, the free field and structures situated near the track. The vehicle is modelled as a multi-body system and, therefore, the quasi-static and the dynamic excitation mechanism can be considered. The model has been developed to account for the full dynamic vehicle-track-soil interaction. As compared to two-and-a-half domain solutions, the formulation presented in this paper could be used to take into account local soil discontinuities, underground constructions such as underpasses, and coupling with nearby structures that break the uniformity of the geometry along the track line. However, the main disadvantage of the three dimensional models are that they are computationally expensive. In this model, the track and other structures are modelled using finite elements and their non-linear behaviour could be also considered since a time domain formulation is employed [20]. The soil is represented using the boundary element method, in combination with a full-space fundamental solution and quadratic elements [21]. Special attention is paid to stabilization algorithms and element subdivision to improve efficiency, stability and accuracy. Internal material damping is introduced in the boundary element time domain formulation in a simple and efficient manner [6, 22, 23].

The outline of this paper is as follows. First, the numerical model is presented. This presentation includes: a brief summary of the finite element and the boundary element time domain formulations, and the multi-body model used to represent the train-track-soil dynamic interaction. Second, the quasi-static and dynamic load components are studied. The dynamic load is due to rail and wheel irregularities and the parametric excitation is due to the discrete rail support. The influence of the suspended mass on the vertical loads is analyzed. Finally, the numerical model is experimentally validated by comparison with existing experimental records taken from two HST lines.

2 Numerical model

The model is based on three-dimensional finite element [20] and boundary element [21] time domain formulations. A direct procedure is used to couple boundary and finite element methods [24, 25, 26]. A multi-body model is considered to represent the vehicle and to consider the quasi-static and dynamic load components transmitted by the train to the soil through the track.
2.1 Boundary Element Formulation

The boundary element method system of equations can be solved step-by-step to obtain the time variation of the boundary unknowns; i.e. displacements and tractions. Piecewise constant time interpolation functions are used for tractions and piecewise linear functions for displacements, the fundamental solution displacement and traction are evaluated analytically without much difficulty, and nine node rectangular and six node triangular quadratic elements are used for spatial discretization. Explicit expressions of the fundamental solution displacements and tractions corresponding to an impulse point load in a three dimensional elastic full-space can be seen in reference [22]. An approach based on the idea of using a linear combination of equations for several time steps in order to advance one step is used to ensure that the stepping procedure is stable in time. Details of this stabilization approach can be found in [27]. Finally, an approach based on the classical Barkan expression [28] is employed to account for material damping in the soil.

Once the integral equation is discretized one obtains the following equation for each time step:

\[ H^{nn}u^n = G^{nn}p^n + \sum_{m=1}^{n-1} (G^{nm}p^m - H^{nm}u^m) \exp [-2\pi \alpha (n - m) \Delta t] \]  

(1)

where, \( u^n \) is the displacement vector and \( p^n \) is the traction vector at the end of the time interval \( n \), and \( H^{nn} \) and \( G^{nn} \) are the full unsymmetrical boundary element system matrices, in the time interval \( n \), \( \alpha \) is the soil attenuation coefficient and \( \Delta t \) is the time step. The right hand side term derived from previous steps is damped by an exponential coefficient using a linearly increasing exponent, with time.

2.2 Finite Element Formulation

The equation which results from the finite element method can be expressed symbolically as follows if an implicit time integration Newmark method is applied [29]:

\[ D^{nn}u^n = f^n + f^{n-1} \]  

(2)

where \( D^{nn} \) is the dynamic stiffness matrix, \( u^n \) the displacement vector and \( f^n \) the equivalent force vector, in the time interval \( n \). Spring-damper, beam, shell and solid elements are used for the discretization.

2.3 Vehicle model

The articulated HST studied in this paper has two traction cars and eight passenger cars. It includes a laboratory wagon next to a traction car for the Córdoba-Málaga HST. The two passenger cars adjacent to the traction cars or to the laboratory wagon, share one bogie with the neighbouring passenger car, while the six central passenger cars share both bogies with the neighbouring cars.

![Figure 1: Configuration of the Córdoba-Málaga HST.](image-url)
The multi-body model shown in figure 2 is used to represent the train-track dynamic interaction due to an axle passage. The primary and secondary suspensions isolate the carriages from the track vibrations. The axles and the car body are considered as rigid parts and the primary and secondary suspensions are represented by spring and damper elements [17]. The coupling between axles on the same bogie, known as leakage, is ignored since not coupling is expected [6, 8, 10].

Figure 2: The multi-body model for an axle.

The equations of motion can be written as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\bar{M}_c & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \bar{M}_b & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \bar{M}_w & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\ddot{x}_c \\
\ddot{x}_b \\
\ddot{x}_w \\
\ddot{u}_c \\
\end{bmatrix}
+ \begin{bmatrix}
\bar{c}_2 & -\bar{c}_2 & 0 & 0 \\
-\bar{c}_2 & \bar{c}_1 + \bar{c}_2 & -\bar{c}_1 & 0 \\
0 & -\bar{c}_1 & \bar{c}_1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & -\bar{c}_H & \bar{c}_H \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x_c \\
x_b \\
x_w \\
u_c \\
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
\bar{M}_b \\
\bar{M}_a \\
\bar{M}_w \\
0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
g + \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
F_c \\
\end{bmatrix}
\tag{3}
\]

where \(x_c, x_b\) and \(x_w\) represent the car body, bogie and wheel displacements, respectively. \(g\) is the acceleration due to gravity. The load transmitted by an axle depends on the car body mass, \(M_c\), the bogie mass, \(M_b\), the mass of the wheelset, \(M_w\), the primary suspension, \(k_1\) and \(c_1\), the secondary suspension, \(k_2\) and \(c_2\), and the train configuration. The bogies are supported by two axles, therefore an axle transmits a half of the total bogie mass, \((\bar{M}_b = M_b/2)\). The primary suspension connects the wheels to the bogie, therefore, \(\bar{k}_1\) and \(\bar{c}_1\) represent two times the total primary vertical stiffness and the total primary vertical viscous damping, respectively. In a traction car, the car body is supported by two bogies (four axles) and every axle transmits a quarter of the car body mass \((\bar{M}_c = M_c/4)\). The secondary suspension connects the bogie centre to the car body. The car body mass transmitted by an axle is isolated by a half of the secondary suspension. Then, \(\bar{k}_2\) and \(\bar{c}_2\) represent a half of the secondary vertical stiffness and secondary vertical viscous damping, respectively. Similar models can be derived for the passenger cars, taking into account the fact that adjacent cars are coupled by shared bogies. \(u_c\) denotes the total displacement of the rail and \(F_c\) the contact force between the axle and the rail. Wheel-wheel coupling is illustrated in figure 2, where a Hertzian contact spring is inserted between both elements [17, 30]. The stiffness of this Hertzian contact spring is denoted by \(\bar{k}_H\) and its value \(2.8 \times 10^9\) N/m is taken from [30].

The displacement vector \(u_c\) is equal to the sum of the actual rail displacement \(u_r\) and the rail unevenness \(u_{w/r}\) perceived by an axle [8, 10]:

\[
u_c = u_r + u_{w/r}\tag{4}\]

In this paper, random track unevenness \(u_{w/r}(x)\) is modelled as a stationary Gaussian random process characterized by its one-sided PSD function \(\hat{S}_{u_{w/r}}(k_y)\). The spectral representation theorem is used to generate samples of track unevenness \(u_{w/r}(x)\) as a superposition of harmonic functions with random phase angles [8, 10]:

\[
u_{w/r}(x) = \sum_{m=1}^{n} \sqrt{2\hat{S}_{u_{w/r}}(k_{ym})\Delta k_y}\cos(k_{ym}y - \theta_m)\tag{5}\]
where \( k_{ym} = m \Delta k_y \) is the wavenumber sampling used only to compute the artificial profile, \( \Delta k_y \) the wavenumber step and \( \theta_m \) are independent random phase angles uniformly distributed in the interval \([0, 2\pi]\). The artificial track profile is generated from PSD function according to ISO 8608 [31]:

\[
\tilde{S}_{aw/f}(k_y) = \tilde{S}_{aw/f}(k_{y0}) \left( \frac{k_y}{k_{y0}} \right)^{-w}
\]  

### 2.4 Multi-body-Finite element-Boundary element coupling

The boundary element equation 1 can be split in two parts, one for the nodes on the interface with the finite element sub-region and another for the nodes not shared with any other sub-region. Sub-index \( c \) indicates the degrees of freedom associated with the interface and the sub-index \( b \) the other boundary element degrees of freedom. The forces of all boundary element nodes are computed from their corresponding nodal tractions. Thus equation 1 can be rewritten as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
H_{cc}^{mn} & H_{cb}^{mn} \\
H_{bc}^{mn} & H_{bb}^{mn}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
u^n_b \\
u^n_c
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{G}_{cc}^{mn} & \tilde{G}_{cb}^{mn} \\
\tilde{G}_{bc}^{mn} & \tilde{G}_{bb}^{mn}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
f^n_b \\
f^n_c
\end{bmatrix} + 
\sum_{m=1}^{n-1} 
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{G}_{cc}^{mn} & \hat{G}_{cb}^{mn} \\
\hat{G}_{bc}^{mn} & \hat{G}_{bb}^{mn}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
f^m_c \\
f^m_b
\end{bmatrix}
\exp \left[-2\pi \alpha (n - m) \Delta t \right] \tag{7}
\]

where:

\[
f = \sum_{A=1}^{A} \int_{\Gamma} N^T \Gamma d \Gamma \]

\[
p = L p \quad \text{and} \quad \tilde{G} = GL^{-1} \tag{8}
\]

with \( N \) being the shape functions vector. Summation extends over the elements \( A \) that contain the boundary element node.

The finite element equation 2 can also be split as follows,

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
D_{cc}^{mn} & D_{cf}^{mn} \\
D_{fc}^{mn} & D_{ff}^{mn}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
u^n_c \\
u^n_f
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
f^n_c \\
f^n_f
\end{bmatrix} + 
\begin{bmatrix}
f^{n-1}_c \\
f^{n-1}_f
\end{bmatrix} \tag{9}
\]

where sub-index \( c \) indicates the degrees of freedom are shared with the boundary element sub-region and \( f \) stands for the rest of the finite element degrees of freedom.

Coupling boundary element and finite element sub-regions entails satisfying equilibrium and compatibility conditions at the interface between both regions. To do so, there are different procedures [32, 33]. Usually, domain formulations in time coupling are performed directly by writing boundary element equations and finite element equations in a single global system, together with the equilibrium and compatibility equations [24, 25, 26]. Thus,

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
H_{cc}^{mn} & H_{cb}^{mn} & -\hat{G}_{cc}^{mn} & 0 \\
H_{bc}^{mn} & H_{bb}^{mn} & -\hat{G}_{bc}^{mn} & 0 \\
D_{cc}^{n} & 0 & -I & D_{cf}^{n} \\
D_{fc}^{n} & 0 & 0 & D_{ff}^{n}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
u^n_c \\
u^n_b \\
u^n_f
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{G}_{cc}^{mn} & \tilde{G}_{cb}^{mn} & \hat{G}_{cc}^{mn} & f^n_b \\
\tilde{G}_{bc}^{mn} & \tilde{G}_{bb}^{mn} & \hat{G}_{bc}^{mn} & f^n_b \\
\hat{G}_{cc}^{mn} & \hat{G}_{cb}^{mn} & 0 & f^n_f \\
\hat{G}_{bc}^{mn} & \hat{G}_{bb}^{mn} & 0 & f^n_f
\end{bmatrix}
\exp \left[-2\pi \alpha (n - m) \Delta t \right] \tag{10}
\]

This system of equations is used in the present model to represent the track and the structures (finite elements) and the soil (boundary elements).
Equation 3 is introduced into the boundary element-finite element system of equations 10 taking into account the compatibility displacements and equilibrium forces at the wheel-rail contact points. Thus, the vehicle-track interaction forces, considering the train-track-soil dynamic interaction, can be taken into account in the problem and evaluated if required.

As the vehicle moves along the track according to its speed, the contact point between the vehicle and the rail changes as time goes on. A moving node is created in the rail to couple the vehicle and the track. So the track mesh including the rail changes at each time step and the obtained finite element system of equations becomes non-linear because mass, damping and stiffness matrices vary at each time step. Nevertheless, the time domain formulation allows one to solve the non-linear system of equations using, for example, the methodology presented in reference [34].

3 Quasi-static and dynamic excitation mechanisms

In this section, the different components of the excitation mechanism are studied. Quasi-static and dynamic effects due to the vehicle behaviour, sleeper discrete support and the rail and wheel unevenness are all analyzed.

![Figure 3: (a) Ballast system track, (b) Track and soil discretization and (c) Detail of the discretization.](image)

Figure 3a shows the cross section of a classical ballast track that it is represented by the mesh shown in figure 3b. The track is composed of two UIC60 rails with a bending stiffness $EI = 6.45 \times 10^6 \text{Nm}^2$ and a mass per unit length $m = 60.3 \text{kg/m}$ for each rail. The rail-pads have a 10 mm thickness and their stiffness and damping values are $k_{rp} = 150 \times 10^6 \text{N/m}$ and $c_{rp} = 13.5 \times 10^3 \text{Ns/m}$, respectively. The prestressed concrete monoblock sleepers have a length $l = 2.50 \text{m}$, a width $w = 0.235 \text{m}$, a height $h = 0.205 \text{m}$ (under the rail) and a mass $m = 300 \text{kg}$. A distance $d = 0.6 \text{m}$ between the sleepers is considered. The ballast has a density $\rho = 1500 \text{kg/m}^3$, a Poisson ratio $\nu = 0.2$, and a Young’s modulus equal to $E = 200 \times 10^6 \text{N/m}^2$. The width of the ballast equals 2.92 m and the height $h = 1.00 \text{m}$.

The track is assumed to be located at the surface of a homogeneous half-space that represents the soil, with a S-wave velocity $C_s = 150.0 \text{m/s}$, a P-wave velocity $C_p = 299.8 \text{m/s}$, and a Rayleigh wave velocity $C_R = 139.7 \text{m/s}$. The soil discretization is shown in figures 3b and 3c.

3.1 Quasi-static and parametric excitation mechanisms

The quasi-static response due to the passage of a single axle train can be obtained from the equations 3 and 10 with the unevenness term $u_{w/r}$ equal to zero. Since the sleepers are included in the model, the dynamic effects due to discrete rail support are considered implicitly.

Figure 4 shows the time history of the vertical displacement and the vertical velocity and the frequency content of the vertical velocity at the rail for a single axle travelling at $v = 298 \text{km/h}$ computed from a model where only a moving force is considered and from the multi-body model shown in figure 2. The characteristics of the axle are the following: mass of the car body $M_c = 12000 \text{kg}$, bogie mass $M_b = $
1520 kg, and the unsprung mass of the wheelset $M_w = 2003$ kg; the primary suspension, $k_1 = 1.4 \times 10^6$ N/m and $c_1 = 10 \times 10^3$ N/m/s, and the secondary suspension, $k_2 = 0.41 \times 10^6$ N/m and $c_2 = 24 \times 10^3$ N/m/s. The total axle force is estimated as 152 kN.

The time histories of the vertical displacement and velocity at the rail computed from both models have similar values. However, the computed frequency content of the vertical velocity present differences due the inertia is being neglected in the moving force model. Both models lead to the same solution only when the axle speed is low or if the primary vertical stiffness tends to zero [35]. Therefore, the vehicle model should be considered to predict the quasi-static response.

Figure 4: (a) Time history of the vertical displacement and (b) vertical velocity and (c) frequency content of the vertical velocity at the rail for a single axle travelling at $v = 298$ km/h computed from the moving force model (black line) and the multi-body model (grey line).

The time histories of the vertical displacement and velocity at the rail computed from both models have similar values. However, the computed frequency content of the vertical velocity present differences due the inertia is being neglected in the moving force model. Both models lead to the same solution only when the axle speed is low or if the primary vertical stiffness tends to zero [35]. Therefore, the vehicle model should be considered to predict the quasi-static response.

Figure 5 shows the time history and the frequency content of the vertical displacement at the vehicle due to the moving axle and the parametric excitation due to the discrete supports of the rails for a single axle travelling at $v = 298$ km/h and at $v = 36$ km/h. The sleepers positions are shown as vertical grey lines.

Figure 5 shows the time history and the frequency content of the vertical displacement at the vehicle due to the moving axle and the parametric excitation due to the discrete supports of the rails for a single axle travelling at $v = 298$ km/h and at $v = 36$ km/h. The sleepers positions are shown as vertical grey lines.
associated with the sleeper passing frequency \( f_s = \frac{v}{d} = 16.7 \text{ Hz} \) and its higher order harmonics. As the train speed increase (figures 5b,d), the parametric excitation due to the sleeper discrete support effect goes to higher frequencies and its effect at the studied frequency range can be neglected. Figure 5d shows a peak at \( f_s = \frac{v}{d} = 137.9 \text{ Hz} \).

### 3.2 Dynamic excitation mechanism

In order to investigate the behaviour of the coupled vehicle-track-soil system due to rail and wheel unevenness, the dynamic response due to the passage of a single axle train can be obtained from equations 3 and 10 if the acceleration due to gravity is neglected. Again, the sleepers are included in the model and, therefore, the dynamic effects due to discrete rail support are also taken into account. An artificial track profile is generated from the PSD function according to ISO 8608 by equation 6 with \( k_{y0} = 1 \text{ rad/m}, w = 3.5 \) as commonly assumed for railway unevenness, and a value of \( S_{w/r}(k_{y0}) = 2\pi \times 10^{-8} \text{ m}^3 \).

![Figure 6](image)

Figure 6: (a) Time history and (b) frequency content of the vertical displacement at the rail for a single axle travelling at \( v = 298 \text{ km/h} \) computed from the unsprung mass model (black line) and the multi-body model (grey line).

It is commonly adopted in the literature [8, 10, 36] that the influence of the suspended mass can be neglected, and the vehicle’s unsprung mass is the only component that affects the dynamic loads due to the rail and wheel unevenness. The consistency of the previous hypothesis is studied from the results presented in figure 6 where the time history and the frequency content of the vertical displacement at the rail due to unevenness for a single axle travelling at \( v = 298 \text{ km/h} \) computed from the unsprung mass model and the multi-body model, respectively, are shown. Both models lead to a similar response for frequencies higher than 10 Hz approximately. Therefore, the model could be simplified as at frequencies of more than a few Hertz [36] since the vehicle’s primary and secondary suspension isolate the body and the bogie from the wheelset. A maximum occurs at the rail displacement between 10 and 40 Hz for both models that corresponds to the resonance frequency of the vehicle model (grey line) or the unsprung mass model (black line) on the track. However, at lower frequencies, the suspended mass should be taken into account in order to predict the track and soil response accurately.

### 4 Experimental validation

In this section, the numerical model is experimentally validated by comparison of the computed results with existing experimental data recorded at two HST lines: Córdoba-Málag [23] and Brussels-Paris [37]. Both, experimental and numerical results were filtered using a high-pass digital filter with a cut-off frequency \( f_p = 3 \text{ Hz} \) \( (f_s = 2.5 \text{ Hz}) \).
4.1 First case: Sub-Rayleigh regime

First, the numerical model is validated by comparison of the computed results with those measured on the HST line between Córdoba and Málaga presented by Galvín and Domínguez [23]. The track between Córdoba and Málaga is composed of two UIC60 rails with a bending stiffness $EI = 6.45 \times 10^6 \text{Nm}^2$ and a mass per unit length $m = 60.3 \text{kg/m}$ for each rail. The rail-pads have a thickness of 10 mm and their stiffness and damping values are $k_{rp} = 150 \times 10^6 \text{N/m}$ and $c_{rp} = 13.5 \times 10^6 \text{Ns/m}$, respectively. The prestressed concrete monoblock sleepers have a length $l = 2.60 \text{m}$, a width $w = 0.235 \text{m}$, a height $h = 0.205 \text{m}$ (under the rail) and a mass $m = 300 \text{kg}$. A distance $d = 0.6 \text{m}$ between the sleepers is considered. The ballast has a density $\rho = 1500 \text{kg/m}^3$, a Poisson ratio $\nu = 0.2$, and a Young’s modulus equal to $E = 450 \times 10^6 \text{N/m}^2$. The width of the ballast equals $2.92 \text{m}$ and the height $h = 1.00 \text{m}$.

The soil can be represented by an equivalent homogenous half-space with an S-wave velocity $C_s = 150.0 \text{m/s}$, a P-wave velocity $C_p = 299.8 \text{m/s}$, and a Rayleigh wave velocity $C_R = 139.7 \text{m/s}$. The Barkan formula for homogeneous soil [28] was used to estimate the soil attenuation coefficient $\alpha$ from experimental records, which equals 1.1.

The carriage length $L_t$, the distance $L_b$ between bogies, the axle distance $L_a$, the total axle mass $M_t$ and the unsprung axle mass $M_u$ of all the carriages of the AVE HST are shown in figure 1 and Table 1. Table 2 shows the primary vertical stiffness, $k_1$, the primary vertical viscous damping, $c_1$, the secondary vertical stiffness, $k_2$, and the secondary vertical viscous damping, $c_2$, of the HST.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of carriages</th>
<th>No. of axles</th>
<th>$L_t$[m]</th>
<th>$L_b$[m]</th>
<th>$L_a$[m]</th>
<th>$M_t$[kg]</th>
<th>$M_u$[kg]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traction cars</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22.15</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>17185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End carriages</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21.84</td>
<td>18.70</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central carriages</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.70</td>
<td>18.70</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Geometrical and mass characteristics of the HST.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$k_1 \times 10^6$[N/m]</th>
<th>$c_1 \times 10^3$[Ns/m]</th>
<th>$k_2 \times 10^6$[N/m]</th>
<th>$c_2 \times 10^3$[Ns/m]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traction cars</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger car</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Dynamic characteristics of the primary and secondary suspension of the HST.

The considered train speed equals $v = 298 \text{km/h}$ and the Rayleigh wave velocity in the soil is $C_R = 139.7 \text{m/s}$. In this case, the train speed is lower than the Rayleigh wave velocity in the soil. Therefore, according to the results present in previous studies [7, 10] the contribution of the dynamic loading mechanisms to the vertical motion of the free field points should be more important than the quasi-static loading mechanism. The track unevenness was not measured in the site where the induced vibrations were recorded. Then the ISO 8608 is used to generate artificial track profiles from the PSD function by equation 6. As different samples of track unevenness yield different predictions of the track and free field response [10], six samples of unevenness are generated by means of equation 5 as a superposition of harmonic functions with the same amplitude, but a different random phase, to make the experimental validation of the numerical model.

Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the comparison between the time histories, frequency contents and one-third octave band spectra, respectively, of the vertical velocity at the sleeper and three points in the free field. Figure 9 shows the computed results for the six samples of unevenness. The computed results agree quite well with the experimental results at the sleeper, where the quasi-static contribution is dominant and the response does not depend on the unevenness. In the free field, where the contribution of the dynamic loading mechanisms
to the vertical motion is important, the comparison between the computed and the experimental values show a reasonable agreement, but it is not as good as for the sleeper point. Moreover, the correlation depends on the track profile as shown in figure 9. This fact can be explained by taking into account that it is not possible to represent the actual unevenness from equation 5 which represent the geometry only in a random sense. The methodology presented by Lombaert and Degrande [10] leads an ensemble average that can be used to avoid the random sense of the unevenness.
4.2 Second case: Super-Rayleigh regime

Secondly, the proposed numerical model is validated using the values recorded by Degrande and Schillemans on the HST line between Brussels and Paris [37] considering a train passage where the train speed is higher than the Rayleigh wave velocity and the S-wave velocity in the soil. The track has the same properties that the previously studied track except in this case the sleepers have a length \( l = 2.50 \) m and the ballast has a Young’s modulus equal to \( E = 250 \times 10^6 \) N/m\(^2\). The results present in reference [6] show that the soil can be represented by an equivalent homogenous half-space with an S-wave velocity \( C_s = 80.0 \) m/s, a P-wave velocity \( C_p = 150.0 \) m/s, and a Rayleigh wave velocity \( C_R = 74.1 \) m/s. The Barkan formula for homogeneous soil [28] was used to estimate the soil attenuation coefficient \( \alpha \), and this equals 4.4. The configuration, geometrical and mass characteristics of the Thalys HST can be seen in reference [37] and they are similar to those previously presented.

The considered train speed equals \( v = 315 \) km/h and the Rayleigh wave velocity in the soil is \( C_R = 74.1 \) m/s. In this case, the train speed is higher than the Rayleigh wave velocity in the soil. Therefore, it prevails the contribution of the quasi-static loading mechanisms to the vertical motion of the free field points [7]. An artificial track profile is generated using ISO 8608 to take into account the dynamic load.

Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the comparison between the time histories, frequency contents and one-third octave band spectra of the vertical velocity at the sleeper and three observations points in the free field for a train speed equals \( v = 315 \) km/h. Both, quasi-static and dynamic excitation, mechanisms are considered. However, the quasi-static excitation dominates the free field response as is clearly shown in figure 12 and the dynamic contribution could be neglected. The computed results show a good agreement with those experimentally recorded. A good agreement was also obtained in reference [6]. The frequency content and the one-third octave band spectra of the free field response (Figures 11 and 12) show peaks in the bogie passing frequency \( f_b = 4.7 \) Hz and in the axle passing frequency \( f_a = 29.2 \) Hz.

5 Conclusions

This paper is intended to develop a general numerical model for the analysis of vibrations due to HST and their effects on nearby structures. The numerical model is based on the three dimensional finite element and
boundary element formulations in the time domain. As compared to two-and-a-half domain solutions, the present formulation can take into account local soil discontinuities, underground constructions such as underpasses, and coupling with nearby structures that break the uniformity of the geometry along the track line. Track and other structures are modelled using the finite element method and their non-linear behaviour can be considered because a time domain formulation is employed. The soil is represented using the boundary element method, where a full-space fundamental solution is used in combination with quadratic boundary
elements. The train vehicle is modelled as a multi-body and, therefore, the quasi-static and the dynamic excitation mechanisms can be considered, taking into account the dynamic effects due to sleeper discrete support and the wheel and rail irregularities.

The influence of the vehicle model in the quasi-static and dynamic responses has been studied. The vehicle inertia should be considered to predict accurately the quasi-static response. For the dynamic response, the suspended mass should be taken into account in order to predict the track and soil response at low frequencies.

The numerical model has been experimentally validated by comparison with existing experimental records taken in two HST lines: the Córdoba-Málaga HST line [23] and the Brussels-Paris HST line [37]. In the first case, the train speed was lower than the Rayleigh wave velocity in the soil. Thus, quasi-static and dynamic contribution, which are important to reproduce the actual problem, and six samples of unevenness are generated to make the experimental validation of the numerical model because different samples of track unevenness yield different predictions of the track and free field response [10]. In the second case, the train speed is higher than the Rayleigh wave velocity in the soil and, therefore, the quasi-static contribution dominates the track and free field response. In both cases, the correlation between experimental and computed results is quite good.
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